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Abstract— We discuss the problem of enabling agents to
schedule a set of interdependent tasks in such a way that
whatever schedule they choose the individual schedules always
can be merged into a global schedule. Unlike the traditional
approaches to distributed scheduling we do not enforce a
schedule to every participating agent, but a set of additional
constraints guaranteeing that every agent can choose its
own schedule when it satisfies those constraints. We show
that in case of agents with unbounded concurrency, optimal
make-span can be guaranteed. Whenever the agents have
bounded concurrency optimality cannot be guaranteed, but we
present some heuristics that ensure a constant make-span ratio.
Keywords: scheduling, autonomous agents, flexible scheduling,
algorithm, make-span optimal

I. I NTRODUCTION
Distributed scheduling has been an active area for research
in the past decade. In general, one can distinguish two
separate subproblems in distributed scheduling: an allocation problem involving tasks that need to be optimally to
allocated to agents (factories, machines) and a corresponding
scheduling problem for each of the agents. In this paper
our focus will be on the second subproblem, assuming
that the task allocation process has been solved. Focusing
upon this subproblem, one can distinguish between two
main approaches to distributed scheduling - the cooperative
and the non-cooperative. Cooperative approaches assume
that the participating systems or agents controlling these
systems are cooperative and similarly, the non cooperative
approaches assume that the participating agents/systems are
non-cooperative. Examples of the former (more classical)
approaches are DLS [1], HEFT [2], CPOP [2], ILHA [3]
and PCT [4]. Typically, these approaches assume that the
participating systems are (i) fully cooperative in (ii) establishing a single globally feasible schedule for the complete
set of tasks. Furthermore, they also attempt to optimize some
performance criteria such as make-span, required communication between processors and so on.
In quite a lot of applications, however, we simply cannot
assume that the participating systems are fully cooperative.
For example, in grid applications, often jobs have to compete
for CPU and network resources and each agent is mainly
interested in maximizing its own throughput instead of maximizing the global throughput. Thus, several researchers have
adopted a game theoretic approach for solving scheduling
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problems with non-cooperative agents. For example, Walsh
et all [5] use auction mechanisms to arbitrate resource conflicts for scheduling network access to programs for various
users on the internet and Wang and Xi [6] develop a twolayer optimization problem based on non-cooperative games
to solve the problem when consumers have heterogeneous
objectives.
A common thread in all the above algorithms (cooperative
as well as non-cooperative), is the fact that (ii) they provide
a single global schedule as their output and (ii) they assume
that, even in the non-cooperative case, agents have a possibility to communicate with each other in order to establish such
a globally feasible schedule. There are, however, quite some
applications where these assumptions are difficult to meet.
For example, in many military reconnaissance operations
where several agents are involved, agents would like to have
flexible instead of rigid schedules (to be able to cope with
uncertain events), and are often not able to communicate
with each other after tasks have been assigned to them. In
such situations it would be important to provide each agent
with a set of constraints for its individual schedule instead
of a rigid schedule. These constraints should ensure that,
whatever definite schedule σi is chosen by agent Ai at a
later time, if σi meets these constraints, it is always part of
a feasible global schedule.
Also in other more common situations, we often have to
deal with agents that might participate in several other tasks
they either don’t want to provide information about or they
do not have enough information about to come up with a
definite schedule. Therefore, instead of choosing a schedule
now, they would like to know what the minimum constraints
are on a schedule they would choose later instead of being
forced to adhere at one single schedule in advance.
A possible drawback, of course, of such an approach that
aims to provide maximum flexibility to participating agents
is that we could easily loose global efficiency. Therefore, in
this paper we will attempt to develop methods where agents
are given flexibility in scheduling their operations while still
guaranteeing global efficiency. More in particular, in this
paper, we deal with a set of precedence constrained tasks
that have been assigned to agents and we propose methods
that
• provide agents with a set of constraints for the schedules
they are allowed to choose, while ensuring system-wide
efficiencies if the agents have no concurrency bounds;
• provide agents with a set of scheduling constraints if
they have limited capacities, more specifically, when
agents can perform a single task at any given point in
time, while still ensuring some performance guarantees.

In a sense, our approach can be seen as a generalization
of the flow-shop scheduling case, where a set of precedence
constrained operations have to be scheduled on a given set of
machines. The generalization comes from the fact that we do
not impose a rigid schedule on each of the machines (agents)
but try to provide them with a (minimal) set of constraints.
We first introduce our framework in Section II. Section III
proposes a method which defines a set of constraints on the
tasks of each agent, assuming unbounded concurrency of the
agents. The algorithm ensures the combined global schedule
is optimal and leaves the agents maximal flexibility. We then
study the case when the agents have bounded concurrency
in Section IV. Since the problem of finding an optimal
make-span schedule is NP-hard with bounded concurrency,
we develop two polynomial-time heuristics and derive their
worst case performance bound. We conclude and discuss
some of our future work in Section V.
II. P RELIMINARIES AND F RAMEWORK
We assume a finite set of tasks/operations T =
{t1 , . . . , tm }, each of which takes a time equal to d(ti ) ∈ Z +
to complete its processing. Furthermore, these tasks are
interrelated by a partially ordered precedence relation ≺:
ti ≺ tj states that ti must be completed before tj can
start. We use a directed acyclic graph (DAG) G = (T, ≺)
to represent the task structure of T . We assume that T has
been given to a set of autonomous agents A = {A1 , . . . , An }
according to a pre-defined task allocation φ : T → A
inducing a partitioning {Ti }ni=1 of T , that is each task is
assigned to one agent. We denote the set of tasks allocated
to agent Ai by Ti . Likewise, the precedence relation ≺i
is the precedence relation induced by Ti and di () is the
duration function restricted to Ti . We also assume that there
is a function c : {1, 2, . . . n} → Z + ∪ {∞} assigning to
each agent Ai its concurrency bound c(i). This concurrency
bound is the upper bound on the number of tasks agent
Ai is capable of performing simultaneously. We say that
h{Ti }ni=1 , ≺, c(), d()i is a scheduling instance.
We want to find a global schedule σ for a given scheduling instance h{Ti }ni=1 , ≺, c(), d()i. Such a schedule σ is a
function σ : T → Z + determining the starting time σ(t) for
each t ∈ T . Obviously, to be a feasible solution σ() should
satisfy the following constraints:
1) for every pair t, t0 ∈ T , if t ≺ t0 , then σ(t) + d(t) ≤
σ(t0 );
2) for every i = 1, . . . , n and for every τ ∈ Z + , |{t ∈
Ti | τ ∈ [σ(t), σ(t) + d(t)]}| ≤ c(i), that is the
concurrency bounds should be respected.
We desire a schedule σ which minimizes minimal make-span, i.e., among all feasible schedules σ 0 (),
maxt∈T {σ(t)} ≤ maxt∈T {σ 0 (t)}.
More in particular, we want to guarantee that such a
global schedule σ can be obtained by imposing each agent a
(minimal) set of additional constraints Ci , such that if Ci is
added to the scheduling instance hTi , ≺i , di (), c(i)i for agent
Ai , then all locally feasible schedules σi () satisfying their
local scheduling instance hTi , ≺i , di (), c(i)i as well as their
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Fig. 1. An example of two agents with a precedence constraint between
tasks t2 and t3 scheduling.

constraints Ci can be merged into a globally feasible schedule σ for the original scheduling instance. More precisely, for
each i = 1, 2, . . . , n, let Σi be the set of all locally feasible
schedules for the tasks Ti of agent Ai that also satisfy Ci .
Given any local schedule σi ∈ Σi of any agent Ai ∈ A, the
merged global schedule σ = ∪m
i=1 σi must be feasible with
respect to h{Ti }ni=1 , ≺, c(), d()i.
In this paper, the set of constraints Ci that we will add
to each of the individual agent Ai scheduling instances, are
sets of time intervals for the tasks in Ti , where each interval
[lb(t), ub(t)] ∈ Ci (lb(t), ub(t) ∈ Z + ) specifies that any
individual schedule σi agent Ai might choose has to satisfy
the additional constraint lb(t) ≤ σi (t) ≤ ub(t).
Example 1. Consider a simple example shown in Figure
1, where there are two agents A = {A1 , A2 }. The tasks
assigned them are T1 = {t1 , t2 } and T2 = {t3 }. There is
a single precedence constraint: t2 ≺ t3 . Also, it is specified
that all tasks take unit time for processing i.e. d(t) = 1 for
all t ∈ T and c(1) = 2 and c(2) = 1. If agents seek optimal
make-span, then agent A1 could either complete its tasks at
time τ = 1 or at time τ = 2. Agent A2 can start after one
time unit required to process task t2 and then complete its
own task, task t3 at time τ = 2. However, allowing agent A1
complete freedom would mean that it could complete task t1
at time τ = 1 and then task t2 at time τ = 2. But that would
result in a violation of precedence constraint because agent
A2 also wants to complete its task at time τ = 2. On the
other hand, we could restrict agent A1 to perform both t1
and t2 simultaneously in the first time unit and agent A2 to
perform t3 in the second time unit, leading to a make-span of
2. However, this constraint is unnecessarily restrictive to the
agent A1 . Notice that while task t2 has to start at time τ = 0,
task t1 can start anytime between [0, 1], without affecting the
make-span. Thus, by introducing the additional constraints
lb(t1 ) = 0 and ub(t1 ) = 1, agent A1 has some amount
of flexibility on deciding its local schedule, as long as it
satisfies these constraints, and the resulting global schedule
that is combined always has the minimal make-span.
Our goal is to design a set of constraints Ci for each
agent Ai , such that the merging of individual schedules
σi that satisfy C − i always is a feasible schedule that is
also efficient in terms of make-span. We consider both the
agents with unbounded concurrency and agents with bounded
concurrency.
Unless otherwise mentioned, in this paper we assume that
every task takes the same amount of time to complete and

without loss of generality, we assume that the duration d(t)
of any task is 1 (time unit). We start from the unbounded
concurrency case and introduce an algorithm ensuring optimal autonomous scheduling in the next section.
III. AUTONOMOUS S CHEDULING FOR AGENTS WITH
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UNBOUNDED CONCURRENCY

In this section, we discuss a simple algorithm to specify
the additional constraints for each agent in order to guarantee
that individual schedules σi meeting these constraints always
can be merged into a global make-span efficient schedule. We
name this algorithm the Interval based Scheduling Algorithm
(or ISA). The central idea of ISA is to specify an earliest
possible starting time and a latest possible starting time
for each task t ∈ T , taking into account the precedence
constraints between the tasks and their duration. Once the
intervals are computed, the agents can autonomously create
any local schedule provided that it satisfies these intervals.
Thus, they offer the flexibility of creating more than one
schedule but still be assured that the global make-span is
optimal.
The idea of using these intervals is related to the way
in which the CPOP [2] algorithm by Topcuouglu et al.
computes the priority of a task for scheduling on a machine.
In CPOP, a combined value of the depth and the height of
a task is used to compute the priority. We build upon this
idea and compute intervals instead of priorities, within which
each agent/machine is free to schedule its tasks.
To define the interval [lb(t), ub(t)] of the starting time
of a task t in the given partial order G = (T, ≺), we first
compute, for each task t ∈ T its depth depth(t). The depth
of a task t is defined as follows: depth(t) = 1 if ¬∃t0 ∈
T [t0 ≺ t] and for all tasks t such that ∃t0 [t0 ≺ t] we define
depth(t) = 1 + max{depth(t0 ) | t0 ≺ t}.
By iteratively computing the depth of each task, we can
determine the depth depth(T ) of the set of tasks, being the
maximal depth of any task t ∈ T . Note that the depth of
each task with unit duration per task determines the earliest
possible starting time for each task. The depth depth(T ) of
the set of tasks T therefore determines the maximum of all
those earliest possible starting times.
The height h(t) of a task in a partial order (T, ≺) is
defined as the depth depth(t) in the reversed partial order
(T, ) where t ≺ t0 if and only if t0  t. Hence, the
quantity depth(T ) − h(t) + 1 determines the latest possible
starting time for task t, as h(t) measures the maximum
number of tasks that need to be executed after task t. The
required interval [lb(t), ub(t)] for task t now can be set as
lb(t) = depth(t) and ub(t) = depth(T ) − h(t) + 1.
There is only one caveat: if the intervals of tasks t, t0
related by t ≺ t0 are not properly separated, then it might easily occur that their intervals [lb(t), ub(t)] and [lb(t0 ), ub(t0 )]
have a non-empty overlap which, in turn might lead to the
violation of a precedence constraint. It is easy to arrange for
avoiding such overlaps because, we know that lb(t) < ub(t)
and lb(t0 ) < ub(t0 ). Hence, we can easily split the intervals
into two non-overlapping intervals.

Fig. 2.

Example problem instance.

A complete description of the algorithm is in Algorithm 1. The output of the ISA algorithm are the intervals
[lb(t), ub(t)] for all t ∈ T . The constraint set Ci for each
agent Ai then is formed by collecting the intervals of all
tasks in Ti thus obtained.
Algorithm 1 Interval based Scheduling Algorithm (ISA)
1: Input: Partially ordered set of tasks (T, ≺), for every
task t ∈ T its depth depth(t) and its height h(t)
2: Output: For every t ∈ T its scheduling interval
[lb(t), ub(t)]
3: for all t ∈ T do
4:
Set lb(t) := depth(t)
5:
Set ub(t) := depth(T ) + 1 − h(t)
6: end for
7: for all t, t0 ∈ T such that t ≺ t0 and [lb(t), ub(t)]
overlaps with [lb(t0 ), ub(t0 )] do
0
8:
ub(t) = lb(t) + b{ ub(t )−lb(t)
}c
2
9:
lb(t0 ) = ub(t) + 1
10: end for

Example 2. As an example, consider the problem instance
(T, ≺) in Figure 2, where T1 = {t1 , t2 }, T2 = {t3 , t4 },
and T3 = {t5 , t6 }. The precedence relations are t1 ≺ t3 ≺
t5 . The interval based algorithm ISA outputs the constraints
on the tasks as follows: C1 (t1 ) = [1, 1], C1 (t2 ) = [1, 3],
C2 (t3 ) = [2, 2], C2 (t4 ) = [1, 3], C3 (t5 ) = [3, 3], C3 (t6 ) =
[1, 3].
One can easily verify that any local schedule of the agent
meeting these constraints will give a feasible global schedule.
Moreover, any combined global schedule always has the
optimal make-span of 3.
One could easily prove that each interval [lb(t), ub(t)]
computed by ISA is always non empty. As a result any pair
of precedence constrained tasks have intervals such that if
t ≺ t0 then ub(t) < lb(t0 ), thus proving the feasibility and
optimality of the schedules generated by ISA.
Theorem III.1. The interval based scheduling based coordination algorithm (ISA) ensures a correct global schedule
and it is efficient in terms of make-span.
ISA allows for the maximum possible flexibility for a
given problem instance without hurting make-span optimality. To prove that, we need to show that by weakening any of
the constraints in C we can always generate either infeasible

schedules or non optimal schedules. This fact can be easily
proven once we note, as an immediate consequence of the
algorithm, that the set of constraint intervals does not contain
holes, that is, there exist no τ ∈ [1, depth(T )] such that τ is
not contained in any constraint interval of C.
Proposition III.2. Increasing the interval suggested by any
constraint in C imposed by ISA either leads to a infeasible
schedule or leads to a non optimal make-span.
Proof: We prove the proposition by contradiction. Suppose that C is a set of constraints for a scheduling instance
h{Ti }ni=1 , ≺, c(), d()i produced by ISA and let {σi ()}ni=1 be
a set of local schedules that guarantees a global feasible
schedule. Suppose that there exists a task t ∈ Ti for some
i with [lb(t), ub(t)] ∈ C such that changing the constraints
to [lb(t), ub(t) + c] for some c ≥ 1 also ensures a correct
schedule. Suppose that t ∈ Ti and change σi (t) to ub(t) + c.
According to ISA this schedule is still alloweable. Now
either ub(T ) + c > depth(T ) or ub(T ) + c ≤ depth(T ).
In the first case, we clearly have a non-optimal make span
caused by σi (t) = ub(t) + c > depth(T ). In the second
case, clearly, there must exist a task t0 such that t ≺ t0
and lb(t0 ) = ub(t) + 1. Change the schedule σj (t0 ) to
σj (t0 ) = lb(t0 ). Again, such a schedule should be allowed.
But then t ≺ t0 is violated since σi (t) ≥ σj (t0 ).
However, the minimal global make-span is ensured by the
proposed algorithm ISA only under the assumption that the
participant agents have capabilities to perform an unlimited
number of tasks at the same time. Often, this assumption is
not realistic as agents may only have limited resources at
their disposal. Therefore, in the next section, we study the
case when every agent does only a single task at any point
in time. Since in such cases, each agent can only carry out
their tasks sequentially, we call such agents (with limited
concurrent execution capability) sequential agents. We show
that with the assumption of sequential agents, the problem
of finding the optimal make-span is NP-hard. Therefore,
we have to rely on the construction of task constraints that
guarantee approximately make-span efficient schedules.
IV. S CHEDULING S EQUENTIAL AGENTS
In the previous section, we have shown that if the agents
have unbounded concurrent capacity to perform assigned
tasks, there exists a polynomial algorithm (i.e. ISA) which
ensures a correct and make-span optimal global schedule,
yet leaving maximal freedom to the agents. The assumption
of unbounded concurrency can be shown to be crucial here:
unless P=NP, it is not possible to come up with a set of additional constraints on the schedules of the participating agents
that guarantees a make-span constrained global schedule:
Proposition IV.1. Given a scheduling problem instance
h{Ti }ni=1 , ≺, c(), d()i, where the concurrency bound c(i)
equals 1 for every agent Ai , and an integer K, the problem of
finding a set of constraints Ci for each agent that guarantee
the existence of a global schedule with make-span K is NPhard when the number of agents is 3 or more.

Proof: The hardness result can be straightforwardly
obtained by reducing the flow shop scheduling problem to
our bounded distributed scheduling problem. The flow shop
problem [7] is defined as follows:
Definition 1. FLOW-SHOP SCHEDULING (FSS): Given
m ∈ Z + of processors, a set J of jobs, each job j ∈ J
consisting of m tasks t1 [j], t2 [j], . . . , tm [j], (where task ti [j]
has to be performed by processor i), a length l(t) ∈ N ∪ {0}
for each such task t, and an overall deadline D ∈ Z + ,
does there exist a flow-shop schedule σi : J → N ∪ {0}
for J, and σi (1 ≤ i ≤ m) is a collection of one
processor schedules, that meets the overall deadline, where
the following constraints hold?
•
•
•
•

σi (j) > σi (k) implies σi (j) ≥ σi (k) + l(ti [k]);
the intervals[σi (j), σi (j) + l(ti [j])) are all disjoint for
each j ∈ J;
σi (j) + l(ti [j]) ≤ D for 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ |J|;
for each j ∈ J and 1 ≤ i < m, σi+1 (j) ≥ σi + l(ti [j])

We know from [8], that the flow shop scheduling problem
is (strongly) NP-complete when there are 3 or more machines, even when we allow for preemption. In the reduction,
let agents correspond to machines. The set of tasks T is the
set of all J × m tasks ti [j] and for all j and 1 ≤ i < m we
have ti [j] ≺ ti+1 [j]. Agent Ai receives all tasks ti [j]. To see
that this trivial reduction is correct, if the flow-shop schedule
admits a feasible set of schedules σi , let the constraints Ci
for the agents simply be the set Ci = {[σi (j), σi (j)] : ti [j] ∈
Ti }. Conversely, suppose that {C1 , . . . Cm } is the collection
of constraints that guarantees that any set of locally feasible
schedules can be merged into a global schedule with makespan K. Then each agent Ai can efficiently find a local
schedule σi () that satisfies its local constraints and the merge
of them satisfies the make-span constraint.
Hence, we conclude that finding a set of constraints that
guarantees the existence of a globally optimal schedule in
the bounded agent case should be NP-hard.
Since the bounded capacity problem cannot be solved
efficiently (unless P=NP), we will try to adapt our ISA
algorithm to obtain a solution that still guarantees flexibility,
but does not guarantee an optimal make-span solution.
Consider the example the the intervals generated by ISA
in Example 2. Since every agent can only perform one task
and since all its tasks have the same interval, not all the
tasks can be successfully performed. The resulting schedule
by ISA is infeasible.
We first start with a naive extension of ISA in order
to develop feasible sequential schedules. We show that this
naive algorithm, ISA nSEQ, not only severely restricts the
autonomy of the agents, but also could result in very bad
schedules in terms of make-span. We then introduce another
algorithm based on ISA, called ISA SEQ, which gives much
more freedom for the agents to schedule their own tasks.
Moreover, the resulting global schedules have a constant
upper bound on the make span.

Fig. 3.

The algorithm ISA nSEQ seems to work quite well in
terms of the make-span it generates in the simple example
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Example 3. Consider the problem instance in Figure 2,
and the intervals returned by ISA as shown in Example 2.
Since C1 (t1 ) = [1, 1] and C1 (t2 ) = [1, 3], according to
Definition 2, the tasks t1 and t2 conflict. So the algorithm
adds the precedence relation t1 ≺ t2 between them and run
ISA again. The resulting updated constraint on t2 becomes
[2, 2], while others remain same. The algorithm then checks
T2 and finds a conflict again. It then adds the constraint
between t3 and t4 as t3 ≺ t4 . Similarly, it continues by
adding t5 ≺ t6 in T3 . The updated partial order (T, ≺0 ) is
shown in Figure 3.
The resulting constraints which ensure the feasible sequential schedules for all three agents are: C10 (t1 ) = [1, 1],
C10 (t2 ) = [2, 2], C20 (t3 ) = [2, 2], C20 (t4 ) = [3, 3], C30 (t5 ) =
[3, 3], C30 (t6 ) = [4, 4]. One can easily see that the local
schedules will give a feasible global schedule. The makespan of the global schedule is 4.

t3
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We know that the ISA algorithm ensures that tasks that
have precedence relationships between them do not have
overlapping intervals. Therefore, the idea now would be to
add a precedence relation between conflicting tasks and rerun
the ISA algorithm every time we encounter a conflict. More
formally, this adapted version of ISA, called the ISA nSEQ
algorithm, can be described as in Algorithm 2.
The resulting algorithm stops after less than O(|T |)2 -calls
of the ISA algorithm and clearly guarantees that each agent
can perform its set of tasks while satisfying the constraints.

t1

...

Definition 2. Two tasks, t, t0 ∈ Ti , have conflicting intervals
with each other if, [lb(t0 ), ub(t0 )] u [lb(t), ub(t)] 6= [ ].
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The sequential agent cannot perform more than one task at
any point in time. Thus, if the intervals generated by ISA for
any two tasks that belong to the same agent have any overlap,
then the agent may not be able to develop schedules such that
these tasks can be performed sequentially. Therefore, in order
to adapt ISA to the sequential cases, we need to handle such
conflicting tasks. A straightforward way to define conflicting
tasks is as follows.

A2

Partial order generated by ISA nSEQ.

...

A. A naive algorithm for sequential ISA
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Algorithm 2 The naive sequential adaptation of ISA
(ISA nSEQ)
1: Inputs: [lb(t), ub(t)] for all the tasks t ∈ T as computed
by ISA
2: Outputs: Revised lb(t) and ub(t) for each t ∈ T
3: for each agent Ai do
4:
while there exists a conflict between any two tasks
t, t0 ∈ Ti do
5:
add t ≺ t0 or t0 ≺ t to the partial order
6:
Run ISA on the updated partial order
7:
end while
8: end for

...
t1

t3

t2m-1

An example of worst case performance of ISA nSEQ.

as shown above. Unfortunately, in some cases, its worst case
case make-span
performance ratio: β = worst
best case make-span , can be as high
as the number m of agents.
To see this, consider Figure 4 and suppose that we have
a set of tasks T containing just one chain of 2m tasks (the
solid dots) t1 ≺ t2 ≺ . . . ≺ t2m and k × m tasks t0 that
are not constrained at all. Each agent Aj is assigned to two
tasks in the chain: task t2j−1 and t2j in the chain and it also
receives k unconstrained tasks t0 . So |Tj | = k + 2 for every
agent Aj . Due to ISA nSEQ, every agent could end up in
ordering the chain task t2j−1 as its first task and the second
chain task t2j as its last task after all its other unconstrained
tasks t0 .P
This means that the total make-span could be as
m
high as j=1 |Tj | = m × (k + 2).
The optimal make-span, however, can be obtained by
ordering the first chain task t2j−1 of agent Aj as its (2j −1)th task to execute, followed by task t2j followed by (if
necessary) k + 2 − 2j other tasks. This would create a makem×(k+2)
span of max{2m, k + 2}. Hence, β = max{2m,k+2}
=
min{m, k + 2} ≤ m.
B. Matching-based Sequential ISA
In the algorithm ISA nSEQ, we defined the conflicting
intervals as intervals that have some overlaps. However,
using this definition the ISA nSEQ algorithm unnecessarily
restricts the flexibility of the agents. To see this, consider the
intervals generated by ISA in Example 2, where, according to
Definition 2, all agents have conflicting intervals. However,
it is not necessary to add any precedence relation between
any two tasks, because every agent can come up a feasible
sequential schedule within the intervals given by Ci . A
feasible schedule for this problem could have the following
precedence relations t1 ≺ t2 ; t4 ≺ t3 ; t6 ≺ t5 .
Hence, if we relax the definition of conflicting tasks
in Definition 2, the agent would have more freedom on

making their schedules by reducing the number of additional
precedence constraints. We therefore have to find out exactly
when a set of constraints Ci for a set of tasks Ti does or does
not allow for a sequential schedule for agent Ai . It turns out
that this decision problem in fact is a maximum matching
problem.
Definition 3. Let Ci be a set of interval constraints for a
set of tasks Ti . The matching graph associated with (Ti , Ci )
is the bipartite graph M Gi = (Ti ∪ Si , Ei ) where Si =
{τ | ∃[lb(tj ), ub(tj )] ∈ Ci [lb(tj ) ≤ τ ≤ ub(tj )]} is the set
of time points occurring in the intervals making up Ci and
Ei = {{tj , xj }|lb(tj ) ≤ xj ≤ ub(tj ), [lb(tj ), ub(tj )] ∈ Ci }
is the set of edges, where each edge {tj , τj } ∈ E corresponds
to an allowable scheduling time for task tj .
The matching graph contains an edge between task tj and
time point τ whenever τ occurs in the interval constraint
specified for task tj . Hence, if M Gi contains a matching
M [9], that contains all the tasks t ∈ Ti , we also have
a sequential schedule satisfying the constraints Ci , taking
σi (tj ) = τj iff {tj , τj } ∈ M . Slightly abusing language we
call such an M a matching associated with (Ti , Ci ).
Since determining a maximum matching is a polynomial
problem [9], we can easily check whether a sequential
schedule exists by determining whether M Gi = (Ti ∪Si , Ei )
has a maximal matching containing all tasks tj ∈ Ti .
If, however, such a maximum matching does not contain
all tasks in Tj , we have a conflict between some task t in
the maximum matching and a task t0 not occurring in the
maximal matching. To solve this conflict, (i) we take a task
t not occurring in a maximum matching, (ii) we take another
task t0 in the matching with an overlapping interval and (iii)
we add a precedence constraint between them (t ≺ t0 or
t0 ≺ t) in the partial order (T, ≺). This will effectively
remove the conflict between sequentially scheduling t and
t0 . But of course, due to the addition of this precedence
tuple, some constraints might change. Therefore, we rerun
the ISA algorithm on the extended partial order. Finally,
we should obtain a set of constraints that allows sequential
schedules, because every conflict detected will never reoccur
due to the addition of a precedence tuple between conflicting
tasks. More exactly, this adapted version of ISA called the
ISA SEQ algorithm can be described as in Algorithm 3.
The resulting algorithm stops after less than O(|T |2 )calls of the ISA algorithm and clearly guarantees that each
agent can construct a sequential schedule while satisfying
the constraints.
Example 4. Consider again the problem instance in Figure 2,
and the intervals returned by ISA are shown in Example 2.
Due to the updated definition of conflicting intervals, there
is no conflicting tasks within any agent. All three agents
can schedule their two local tasks between intervals [1, 3].
The algorithm ISA SEQ ensures the maximal freedom of
autonomous scheduling of the agents. Furthermore, it also
leads to the optimal global schedule with make-span 3.
The above example shows a very special case for

Algorithm 3 The matching based sequential adaptation of
ISA (ISA SEQ)
1: Inputs: constraint intervals [lb(t), ub(t)] for all the tasks
t ∈ T as computed by ISA
2: Outputs: Revised lb(t) and ub(t) for each t ∈ T to
enable sequential scheduling
3: while there exists a (Ti , Ci ) not allowing for a maximal
matching Mi containing Ti do
4:
take a task t contained in Mi and an overlapping task
t0 not occurring in Mi
5:
add t ≺ t0 or t0 ≺ t to the partial order (T, ≺)
6:
run ISA on the updated partial order (T, ≺) and
update the set of constraint intervals C
7: end while

Fig. 5.
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An example of the worse case performance of ISA SEQ.

ISA SEQ, where it is able to ensure both the optimality
and maximal flexibility. However, in the most of cases, due
to the hardness of the problem, ISA SEQ cannot come up
with an optimal schedule. To study how bad ISA SEQ could
perform, we now analyze its worst case scenario.
Given a set of tasks (T, ≺) and their allocations to the
agents, let the original depth of (T, ≺) be l. Assume the
intervals generated by ISA cannot generate the feasible
sequential schedule for some agent1 . Every time when
ISA SEQ adds a precedence constraint, the depth of (T, ≺0 )
is either increased by 1 or stays same. Note because of ISA,
the make-span of the resulting global schedule is bounded
by the depth of (T, ≺0 ). ISA SEQ keeps adding precedence
constraints, and thus keeps increasing the depth of (T, ≺0 ),
until the resulting constraints on each agent’s tasks ensure
the feasible sequential schedule. In other words, the makespan optimality is compromised with more and more added
precedence constraints. Now suppose in some case (T, ≺),
we only need to add one precedence constraint so that
the feasible sequential schedules are guaranteed with the
increased make-span. In this case, the resulting make-span is
l +1. The worst case of the algorithm ISA SEQ is, however,
to add the constraints in such a way that they keep on
increasing the length of the critical path .
We now use the example in Figure 5 to illustrate this
intuition and derive a bound for ISA SEQ. In the figure,
there exist a single task chains of length 4. Now if the
algorithm chooses to add precedence constraints between
1 If the intervals by ISA directly give the feasible solution, the solution
is then optimal in make-span and has the maximal flexibility for the agents.

Step

Precedence
Constraints added

0
1

4

t2
t3
t4
t2
t3
t4
t5

≺ t3
≺ t4
≺ t5
≺ t1
≺ t1
≺ t1
≺ t1

Intervals
of T1
t1 : [1, 1];
t2 , t3 , t4 , t5 : [1, 4]
t1 , t2 : [1, 1]
t3 : [2, 2]; t4 = [3, 3]
t5 : [4, 4]
t2 : [1, 1];
t3 : [2, 2]; t4 : [3, 3]
t5 : [4, 4]
t1 : [5, 5]

TABLE I
A N EXAMPLE OF THE WORST CASE SCHEDULING OF ISA SEQ

tasks t2 , . . . t5 first and then adds the constraints between
task t1 and every task in {t2 , . . . t5 } in the end, it would
have created a chain of 8 tasks leading to a make-span of 8
(the interval of task t8 is [8, 8]). Table I captures the decisions
taken by ISA SEQ during various steps that lead to the worst
case make-span. On the other hand, if the algorithm chose
to add a precedence constraint t2 ≺ t1 , then we would have
a feasible schedule with make-span of 5.
More generally, if we have n critical paths of length l
tasks, and we let the maximum number of unconstrained
tasks allocated to any agent be k. Now in the worst case,
if the agent with the largest number of tasks has the first
tasks of the n critical paths, the algorithm could choose
to resolve the conflict between the k unconstrained tasks
creating a chain of length k − 1. Finally it could resolve the
conflict between the critical path tasks and the unconstrained
tasks and create a chain of length k + l + n − 1. In the
best case, the algorithm could choose to add a precedence
constraint between the n critical paths first and then add
a precedence constraint between the last critical path task
and some unconstrained task because of which the longest
chain will be l + n − 1. Therefore, the performance ratio is
k+l+n−1
β = max{k,l+n−1}
≤ 2. It means that by using ISA SEQ,
one can guarantee that the make-span of the combined global
schedule would be at most twice as long as the optimal
one, but would still afford agents with flexibility to choose
between several schedules.
V. C ONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we studied the distributed scheduling problem in the context of non-cooperative agents. Unlike traditional scheduling algorithms, which generate a single rigid
schedules for the agents, our algorithms introduce the constraints on the starting time of each task. In this way, we
allow flexibility for each agent to choose its schedule among
a set of allowable ones, while ensuring that the combined
global schedule is feasible. We believe that for many realworld applications, specially those with uncertainty, such
flexible scheduling for individual agents is highly desirable.
When the agents have unbounded capacity of handling
concurrent tasks, interval based scheduling algorithm ISA
generates a set of constraints on the starting time of the tasks
which gives the optimal make-span for the global schedule,

and also affords maximal flexibility for the agents on their
local scheduling.
When the agents are sequential, we have shown that
it is NP-hard to find a make-span optimal schedule. We
then introduced two heuristics as extensions of ISA: the
naive sequential ISA (ISA nSEQ), and the matching based
sequential ISA (ISA SEQ). We show that ISA SEQ outperforms ISA nSEQ: (i) ISA SEQ guarantees the performance
bound of 2 while ISA nSEQ may produce the solution which
is m times as worse as the optimal one; (ii) ISA SEQ allows
more freedom for the agents to make their own schedules.
It is also important to note that our algorithms can return
sub-optimal make-spans in several cases. This loss in performance is mainly due to the fact that agents are allowed
some degree of flexibility in designing their schedules.
As an extension of the current work, we plan to formally
analyze the minimal degree of flexibility that the proposed
algorithms can ensure different task structures. Furthermore,
we would also like to investigate the trade-off between the
degree of flexibility and the loss of the make-span efficiency.
Such a study would enable us to design algorithms that are
better customized to specific applications.
The resulting intervals produced by ISA also introduce
some other interesting issues. For instance, the agents could
trade or negotiate about the lengths of the intervals locally
so as to better suit their individual necessities. This situation
could be easily extended to a situation where agents who perform tasks within shorter intervals are given higher share of
the profits than the other agents. A very intuitive application
is in multi-modal logistics domain, where the collaborating
partners negotiate about time and profits.
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